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Inflation is back in focus after a week of rising bond 
yields

The first week of 2022 saw volatility in bond markets outstrip that of FX markets as rates
traders shifted their expectations for monetary policy across multiple tenors and curves.
December's FOMC meeting minutes on Wednesday was a major catalyst for the repricing
in US Treasuries, which had ripple effects across all core rates. Meanwhile, the reaction in
the G10 FX market to the Fed meeting minutes was rather muted, with the dollar bid
coming on Thursday instead of immediately after the release, but even then most G10
pairs continued to trade in this week’s ranges. Even December’s Nonfarm payrolls data
struggled to ignite FX markets despite the negative surprise in the net employment data
as signs were visible that slack is diminishing at a fast rate in the US labour market.

Tuesday – 11/01

The data calendar picks up pace on Tuesday as central bank speakers populate the
roster, but first data from the UK retail sector will be in scope as the BRC like-for-like
sales data for December is released at 00:01. After rising to 1.8% in November due to the
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“With pressure on the Fed mounting, next week’s inflation data 
focus will be key for market pricing of rates, but it isn’t a given 

that this will bring about volatility in the FX space.”

Calendar (all times GMT)

Monday – 10/01

Next week’s data is largely centred around December’s inflation data and to that theme,
the first piece of notable data out is Norway’s CPI data for December at 07:00.
Underlying inflation in Norway has been steadily rising again in Norway, but sits below 2%
due to negative base effects. Expectations are for underlying inflation to rise from 1.3% to
1.4% YoY, although given this week’s European CPI release surprised to the upside, risks
are titled in a similar direction for the Norwegian print. Staying in Scandinavia, Sweden’s
GDP data for November is released at 08:30 and is likely to see growth continue to print
close to the 5% YoY level. Rounding up what is a relatively light start to the week is the
release of the eurozone Sentix investor confidence index for January at 09:30. The data
is likely to show the impact of the rise in cases in mainland Europe on sentiment,
especially as restrictions are tightened at the margin in most economies.

https://www.monexeurope.com/news-analysis/in-depth-analysis/fomc-meeting-minutes-strike-hawkish-tone-but-its-one-for-the-fixed-income-traders/
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impact of Black Friday and earlier seasonal shopping in order to avoid supply chain
issues, sales are likely to flatline in December. Then at 00:30, Australia’s trade balance
and retail sales data for November is released. After peaking in August, Australia’s trade
surplus is expected to continue moderating, with a consensus estimate of A$1.07bn
pencilled in. Meanwhile, retail sales are expected to continue showing robust monthly
momentum with a print of 3.8% MoM expected following October’s bumper 4.9% reading.
The rest of the economic events for the day rest solely in the US, with the NFIB small
business optimism measure for December released at 11:00. The measure is unlikely to
show the full impact of the Omicron variant arrival, which is highlighted in the median
forecast that expects the print to improve from 98.4 to 98.7. At 14:12, Cleveland Fed
President Loretta Mester is due to speak on Bloomberg TV. Following the release of the
December minutes and their commentary on some participants viewing the labour
market condition for hiking as being met, commentary from individual members will be
key for market pricing of lift-off. Shortly after at 14:30, Kansas City Fed President Esther
George is set to outline her views on the economy and monetary policy. The focus
afterwards remains on monetary policymakers but in a different manner as the Senate
banking committee meets to hold a hearing on Chair Powell’s renomination at 15:00. It
is largely expected to be a smooth reappointment for Powell given his stance as a dovish
Republican Fed chair. To wrap up the day, St Louis Fed President James Bullard
discussed the economy and monetary policy at a virtual event with the Mid-Size Bank
Coalition of America. It is worth noting that all Fed Presidents set to speak on Tuesday are
voting members in 2022.

Wednesday – 12/01

Sticking with the theme of inflation, Chinese CPI and PPI data for December is released
at 01:30. The consumer price index is expected to moderate from November’s 2.3%
reading back below the 2% mark due to a broad retreat in price pressures not just food
items and a 2021 base.

Similarly to CPI, the producer price index is expected to moderate as well from 12.9% YoY
to 11.3% following government efforts to increase the supply of energy, with many
upstream high-frequency indicators showing material prices eased in December. Inflation
remains top of mind with the release of US CPI for December at 13:30. Inflation is set to
tick above 7% as measured by the CPI index despite the month-on-month pace of price
growth easing from 0.8% to 0.4% (more on this below). Then at 19:00 the Fed releases its
latest edition of the beige book which summarises financial and economic conditions in
the US. Closing out the day is New Zealand’s building permits data for November which
remains an area of focus given the recent contraction in building permit growth and the
continued rise in house prices.

The moderating domestic inflation backdrop will likely encourage 
policymakers to increase support to the real economy following 

December’s rate cut in the loan prime rate and reduction in the 
major banks reserve requirement.
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Thursday – 13/01

Unemployment data out of Sweden for December starts Thursday’s data session off
at 05:00. With Omicron concerns limited in Sweden despite the rise in cases in mainland
Europe, the progress in the labour market recovery is likely to be unimpeded. There is
then a big gap in the data calendar until US PPI data for December and the latest
jobless claims data is released at 13:30. Core PPI is set to rise from 7.7% to 8% as supply
chain disruptions continue to bite, while jobless claims data will be viewed in reference to
December’s nonfarm payrolls release. The Senate banking committee then reconvenes
for a nomination hearing on Lael Brainard’s appointment as Vice Chair at 15:00. While
both hearings are important from a market perspective, both appointments still require
the full support of the Senate before they become final. At 17:00 Richmond Fed
President Thomas Barkin is set to discuss his economic outlook at an event hosted by
the Richmond Chamber, with Chicago Fed President Evans set to speak at 18:000 at an
event hosted by the Milwaukee Business Journal. Both members are set to vote on policy
in 2022.

Friday – 14/01

Friday is another busy day on the data front for markets. Firstly, final readings of French
and Spanish CPI data for December are released at 07:45 and 08:00 respectively, with
the first glimpse of the core measures released. Then at 08:30, Sweden’s CPI data for
December is released. Inflation is set to pick up rapidly in Sweden in December from
0.5% MoM to 1.3%, lifting the YoY figure from 3.3% to 3.9%.

A combination of 
higher energy costs 
and rising inflation 
in mainland Europe 
are set to be major 
contributors to rise 

in inflation. 

Germany then releases its GDP data for
2021 at 09:00. The economy is expected
to grow by 2.7% over the course of the
year, although it is likely that the data will
be revised at a later date. At 09:00
Poland releases its final reading of
December CPI where no change from
December’s flash reading of 8.6% YoY is
expected. At 12:10, Riskbank Governor
Stefan Ingves is expected to give a
speech on the Riksbank’s view of
economic developments and challenges
for the Swedish economy. This will mark
the first formal communication from the
Swedish central bank this year.

National Bank of Poland meeting minutes are then released at 13:00 and will likely
provide more colour on the central bank’s decision on the 4th of January to raise rates by
50bps to 2.25%. Following the rate decision, NBP Governor Glapinski stated that an
interest rate of up to 3% will not cause any negative effects on the economy and is
medicine to the current inflation problem. Given there is still 75bps until the 3% level,
investors will plough through the meeting minutes in an attempt to gauge the NBP’s next
steps. US retail sales data for December at 13:30 is the last piece of scheduled data that
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is of importance to markets. Given elevated sales in November due to seasonal sales and
pre-emptive Christmas buying in order to offset supply disruptions, December’s data is
supposed to print flat at 0% MoM. At some point throughout the day, China’s trade
balance data for December will also be released. The data will be of great importance
given China’s current account surplus is beginning to shrink.

US CPI

Domestic and global conditions are pushing inflation higher, testing
the Fed’s limit

The release of the FOMC meeting minutes earlier this week showed policy makers are
worried that high and persistent inflationary pressures will intensify inflation expectations.
At December’s meeting, the board voted unanimously to end QE by mid-March for this
reason while also acknowledging maximum employment is within reach while inflation
may be more broad-based and could last for longer than initially thought. Following the
release and upbeat ADP jobs data from Wednesday, money markets were quick to judge
that the first rate hike will occur in March alongside the end of the QE programme. These
expectations have now been priced into OIS and Fed fund futures. Following December’s
continued fall in the unemployment rate, market pricing has put pressure on inflation to
keep rising and force the Fed’s hand into earlier normalisation.

The inflation outlook takes up half of the Fed’s dual mandate and is 
therefore key in driving the next monetary move.

This has especially become the case as the breadth of inflation in the CPI basket has
increased to become more broad-based. Price pressures are no longer just visible in
vehicles and energy prices, but are sitting at multi-decade highs in almost every single
subcategory. This indicates that once the base effects subdue, what remains of inflation is
likely to be more aggressive and persistent than initially expected by the Fed. It looks like
markets had always been predicting this outcome as pricing of inflation expectations
throughout 2021 was far more aggressive than the Fed’s guidance – more so than before
the pandemic. US breakeven inflation indicators show that inflation expectations in the
next 2 years and 10 years had been rising significantly since September before renewed
virus fears took over in Q4 and kept expectations in check. When studies repeatedly
pointed out that Omicron on average has less severe health consequences than Delta,
inflation expectations started to rise again despite the implementation of mild virus
restrictions globally.

This time around, markets expected the latest virus wave to only 
further increase inflation as it would weigh on supply chains further 
while demand remained high due to the milder restrictions globally 

compared to earlier outbreaks.
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The Fed shared this view and it was partly the reasoning for why they announced a
quicker taper along with the release of a renewed dot plot indicating three rate hikes in
2022 as opposed to two previously. Still, expectations for inflation in the next two years sit
above 3%, far above the Fed’s projections, which foresee inflation gradually moving back
to the 2% target over the same time period.

US breakeven inflation expectations 2-year (navy, RHS) and 10-year (turquoise, LHS)

Federal reserve inflation projections look modest compared to market expectations 
despite the upward revisions in December*

2021 2022 2023 2024 Longer-run

PCE inflation 5.3 (4.2) 2.6 (2.2) 2.3 (2.2) 2.1 (2.1) 2.0

The Federal Reserve uses PCE inflation for its forecasts rather than CPI, which means it is
not a 1:1 comparison against market expectations, however CPI tends to be the most
crucial signal to markets as it is released a week earlier than the Fed’s preferred measure.
For next week’s release, the consensus foresees a multi-decade high of 7.1% YoY,
according to the median of forecasts submitted to Bloomberg. Inflation in the US is hotter
than in other advanced economies, despite US supply shocks not being much different
from supply shocks across other western advanced economies. While supply chain
disruptions therefore do explain elevated inflationary pressures globally, they don’t
explain why the US specifically is seeing higher inflation than elsewhere. The answer as to
why the US is different lies in the nation’s strong demand, as US personal expenditure on
goods has been significantly stronger than in other major economies while household
excess savings in the US is also higher compared to Canada, the UK and eurozone.

*September projections in brackets
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While all countries are dealing with pent-up demand in some way or another following a
forced reduction in consumption throughout the lockdowns during the pandemic, US
government transfers also helped to grow savings.

One example hereof is Chinese PPI data that is scheduled for Wednesday along with US
PPI figures. The latest PPI figure in China printed at 12.9% on an annual basis as the costs
of goods exiting China’s factories surged, fuelling upward pressure on global inflation.
This adds risks to the inflation outlook as a whole, especially if there is a pass-through
from producer prices to the consumer, which is likely at levels this high. In this sense, the
US CPI release will be viewed in the context of both US inflation expectations with respect
to bond markets, and global inflation expectations following producer data elsewhere.
For the US dollar, this means next week could be a wilder ride if the global and domestic
conditions underpin market expectations from the Fed, but also if prices are seen to have
cooled down as this could ultimately shift market implied rates back to projecting the first
rate hike to occur in June.

For this reason, a downside surprise could have larger consequences for 
US bond markets as yields have already moved higher this week, while an 
upside surprise could be more impactful for FX markets given currencies 

are yet to be as sensitive to the repricing in money markets.
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Domestic developments have supported price growth
on the one hand, enhancing second-round effects as well, 

however, there are also global factors that are going to 
continue to push inflation higher in the US and elsewhere.


